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AbstractAbstract

Special Nuclear Materials (SNM) yield very unique fission signatSpecial Nuclear Materials (SNM) yield very unique fission signatures, namely prompt and delayed ures, namely prompt and delayed 
neutrons and neutrons and γγ--rays. The challenge is to discriminate these correlated neutronsrays. The challenge is to discriminate these correlated neutrons and and γγ--rays rays 
emitted from SNM and those originating from nonemitted from SNM and those originating from non--correlated or differentlycorrelated or differently--correlated correlated 
environmental sources. In this project we aim identifying the chenvironmental sources. In this project we aim identifying the characteristic features or attributes aracteristic features or attributes 
of timeof time--correlated signatures in order to distinguish between the SNM ancorrelated signatures in order to distinguish between the SNM and nond non--SNM (cosmic ray) SNM (cosmic ray) 
sources by analyzing the joint probability density functions of sources by analyzing the joint probability density functions of the energy, angle, number and the energy, angle, number and 
arrival time of neutrons and arrival time of neutrons and γγ--rays. The ability of SNM detectors to use many parameters can rays. The ability of SNM detectors to use many parameters can 
offer important improvements to identify the presence of SNM. Thoffer important improvements to identify the presence of SNM. The MONSOL computer code is e MONSOL computer code is 
currently in progress to being upgraded and adopted to perform Mcurrently in progress to being upgraded and adopted to perform Monte Carlo simulations of onte Carlo simulations of the the 
realistic sources of SNM and cosmicrealistic sources of SNM and cosmic--ray induced neutrons and ray induced neutrons and γγ--rays with the aim to collect their rays with the aim to collect their 
joint probability density functions of the number, energy, anglejoint probability density functions of the number, energy, angle, and arrival time, and arrival time. . These These 
simulation data will be analyzed and used to build a probabilistsimulation data will be analyzed and used to build a probabilistic model in order to discriminate ic model in order to discriminate 
between the nonbetween the non--correlated, timecorrelated, time--correlated SNM and noncorrelated SNM and non--SNM sources. The hope is that using SNM sources. The hope is that using 
many parameter analysis the specific features in the signatures many parameter analysis the specific features in the signatures originating from cosmic and SNM originating from cosmic and SNM 
events can be identified, understood and utilized in future neutevents can be identified, understood and utilized in future neutron detectors to eliminate counting ron detectors to eliminate counting 
of cosmic bursts of neutrons.of cosmic bursts of neutrons. We have implemented a comprehensive library of nuclear We have implemented a comprehensive library of nuclear  
parameters, RIPLparameters, RIPL--3 database, including the state3 database, including the state--ofof--thethe--art parameterizations of optical model art parameterizations of optical model 
potentials with dispersive relations between the imaginary and tpotentials with dispersive relations between the imaginary and the real parts, nuclearhe real parts, nuclear--structure structure 
models within the coupledmodels within the coupled--channels method including rotational, channels method including rotational, vibrationalvibrational, and non, and non--axial (softaxial (soft-- 
rotor) models. The tworotor) models. The two--component component excitonexciton model of premodel of pre--equilibrium decay is also implemented. equilibrium decay is also implemented. 
The incorporation of the ENDF/BThe incorporation of the ENDF/B--VII.0 databases on the cross sections and the angular and VII.0 databases on the cross sections and the angular and 
energy distributions is in progress. energy distributions is in progress. 

Recent advancements and accomplishmentsRecent advancements and accomplishments

The nuclear data tool TALYS [1] was used to generate libraries oThe nuclear data tool TALYS [1] was used to generate libraries of direct, pref direct, pre--equilibrium, equilibrium, 
compound and fission cross sections, energy spectra, angular discompound and fission cross sections, energy spectra, angular distributions and doubletributions and double-- 
differential spectra of gammas, neutrons and protons for target differential spectra of gammas, neutrons and protons for target nuclei nuclei 233233U, U, 235235U and U and 239239P with the P with the 
overall aim to use them for Monte Carlo simulations of fission coverall aim to use them for Monte Carlo simulations of fission chains in multiplying media hains in multiplying media 

The Monte Carlo code MONSOL was updated by implementing these coThe Monte Carlo code MONSOL was updated by implementing these comprehensive libraries of mprehensive libraries of 
newly developed optical models, nuclear cross sections, compoundnewly developed optical models, nuclear cross sections, compound nuclei, fission, gammanuclei, fission, gamma--ray ray 
strengths, level density and prestrengths, level density and pre--equilibrium emission data based on the latest nuclear models:equilibrium emission data based on the latest nuclear models:



 

A library of nuclearA library of nuclear--model parameters, the Reference Input Parameter Library (RIPLmodel parameters, the Reference Input Parameter Library (RIPL--3) [2], 3) [2], 
required for nuclear data evaluations; required for nuclear data evaluations; 



 

An integrated coupledAn integrated coupled--channels optical model, ECIS06 [3], to calculate the total, elaschannels optical model, ECIS06 [3], to calculate the total, elastic, tic, 
reaction, and direct inelastic cross sections, elastic and inelareaction, and direct inelastic cross sections, elastic and inelastic scattering angular distributions;stic scattering angular distributions;

 The twoThe two--component component excitonexciton model to describe the premodel to describe the pre--equilibrium particle emission; equilibrium particle emission; 

 The HauserThe Hauser--FeshbachFeshbach model to describe the equilibrium particle emission; model to describe the equilibrium particle emission; 



 

Different fission models including the experimental, singleDifferent fission models including the experimental, single-- and doubleand double--humped fission, and humped fission, and 
the the WentzelWentzel--KramersKramers--BrillouinBrillouin (WKB) approximation (WKB) approximation 

Objectives of the research project and deliverables
The objectives of the research are:The objectives of the research are:

 Upgrade of the MONSOL code to include the most recent developmeUpgrade of the MONSOL code to include the most recent developments in the optical model nts in the optical model 
theory of nuclear reactions, nuclear cross sections and radiatiotheory of nuclear reactions, nuclear cross sections and radiation transport techniquesn transport techniques

 Monte Carlo simulations of timeMonte Carlo simulations of time--correlated neutron and correlated neutron and γγ--ray emissions from a fission source ray emissions from a fission source 
and evaluations of the joint probability distributions of the enand evaluations of the joint probability distributions of the energy, angle, number and arrival ergy, angle, number and arrival 
time of neutrons and time of neutrons and γγ--raysrays

 Monte Carlo simulations of the number, energy, angle, time and Monte Carlo simulations of the number, energy, angle, time and spatial distributions of spatial distributions of  
neutrons and neutrons and γγ--radiation produced by cosmic rays at a fission site and evaluatiradiation produced by cosmic rays at a fission site and evaluations of their joint ons of their joint 
probability distributionsprobability distributions

 Development of a probabilistic model to evaluate the joint probDevelopment of a probabilistic model to evaluate the joint probability density functions of the ability density functions of the 
number, energy, angle and arrival time of neutrons and number, energy, angle and arrival time of neutrons and γγ--rays and assessment of uncertainties rays and assessment of uncertainties 
in SNM signatures due to fluctuations of cosmicin SNM signatures due to fluctuations of cosmic--ray induced neutron backgroundray induced neutron background

The deliverables for this project are:The deliverables for this project are:

 Full project report summarizing research methods and data colleFull project report summarizing research methods and data collected during performance cted during performance  
period (implementation)period (implementation)

 The MONSOL radiation transport code available for the public usThe MONSOL radiation transport code available for the public usee

 The computer software for fast evaluations of the joint probabiThe computer software for fast evaluations of the joint probability distribution of the number, lity distribution of the number, 
energy, angle and arrival time of neutrons and energy, angle and arrival time of neutrons and γγ--raysrays

 Evidence of workshop participations and peerEvidence of workshop participations and peer--reviewed publicationsreviewed publications

Relevance to the NARelevance to the NA--22 22 nonproliferationnonproliferation missionmission

The proposed research is in accord with NAThe proposed research is in accord with NA--22 goals to 22 goals to identify potential signs of proliferation identify potential signs of proliferation 
activities through the development of advanced technologies. Manactivities through the development of advanced technologies. Many current neutron detectors y current neutron detectors 
heavily rely on neutron multiplication and timeheavily rely on neutron multiplication and time--correlation techniques. Identification of correlation techniques. Identification of 
characteristic SNM signatures, not simply detection through councharacteristic SNM signatures, not simply detection through counting, of ting, of γγ--rays and neutrons is rays and neutrons is 
required. The ability of SNM detectors to utilize other distriburequired. The ability of SNM detectors to utilize other distributions such as the energy, angle and tions such as the energy, angle and 
arrival times of timearrival times of time--correlated neutrons and correlated neutrons and γγ--rays offers important improvements in rays offers important improvements in  
recognizing the presence of SNM. The numberrecognizing the presence of SNM. The number--energyenergy--angleangle--time physical differences in the time physical differences in the   
signatures originating from cosmic and SNM events can be determisignatures originating from cosmic and SNM events can be determined, understood and utilized ned, understood and utilized 
in future detectors to eliminate counting of cosmic bursts of nein future detectors to eliminate counting of cosmic bursts of neutrons. utrons. 
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Joint Probability Density Function (JPDF) of angleJoint Probability Density Function (JPDF) of angle--energy of emitted energy of emitted 
neutrons in direct, preneutrons in direct, pre--equilibrium and compound nuclear processes equilibrium and compound nuclear processes 

(particular case of incident neutrons with E(particular case of incident neutrons with Enn = 2 = 2 MeVMeV produced in spontaneous fissions of produced in spontaneous fissions of 235235U)U)



 

at Eat Enn < 0.2 < 0.2 MeVMeV, the elastic scattering, neutron capture and fission are domina, the elastic scattering, neutron capture and fission are dominant nuclear processes; nt nuclear processes; 
at Eat Enn > 0.2 > 0.2 MeVMeV, the non, the non--elastic reaction channels are open elastic reaction channels are open 



 

at Eat Enn ~0.2 ~0.2 MeVMeV, the production of neutrons becomes comparable to that of gamma, the production of neutrons becomes comparable to that of gammas, dominating at s, dominating at 
high energies; at Ehigh energies; at Enn > 10 > 10 MeVMeV, multiplicity of neutrons dominates and sharply increases , multiplicity of neutrons dominates and sharply increases 

JPDF describes the simultaneous behavior of angleJPDF describes the simultaneous behavior of angle-- 
energy variables of emitted neutronsenergy variables of emitted neutrons



 

for direct reactions induced by incident neutrons with Efor direct reactions induced by incident neutrons with Enn = 2 = 2 MeVMeV, , 
JPDF of angleJPDF of angle--energy shows the peak at E = 2 energy shows the peak at E = 2 MeVMeV and and θθ

 

= 0= 0oo with with 
interferences at interferences at θθ

 

= 90= 90oo and and θθ

 

= 180= 180oo; the range of energies of ; the range of energies of  
emitted neutrons is within ~0.5emitted neutrons is within ~0.5÷÷4 4 MeVMeV in the CM frame in the CM frame 



 

for prefor pre--equilibrium reactions, JPDF of angleequilibrium reactions, JPDF of angle--energy is limited energy is limited 
within 0 < E < 1.7 within 0 < E < 1.7 MeVMeV with the most probable energy ~1.0with the most probable energy ~1.0÷÷1.6 1.6 MeVMeV 
and angular distribution shifted to smaller angles in the CM fraand angular distribution shifted to smaller angles in the CM frame me 



 

for compound reactions, JPDF of anglefor compound reactions, JPDF of angle--energy is confined within energy is confined within 
0 < E 0 < E ≤≤

 

2 2 MeVMeV with the peak at ~0.45 with the peak at ~0.45 MeVMeV and isotropic angular and isotropic angular 
distribution in the CM frame distribution in the CM frame 



 

JPDF of angleJPDF of angle--energy from these three contributions shows energy from these three contributions shows 
dominant neutron emission within 1.5 < E < 2 dominant neutron emission within 1.5 < E < 2 MeVMeV and 0and 0o o ≤≤

 

θθ

 

< 10< 10oo 

in the LAB frame in the LAB frame 

Marginal Probability Density Function (MPDF) of angle and energyMarginal Probability Density Function (MPDF) of angle and energy



 

neutrons with E < ~1 neutrons with E < ~1 MeVMeV are mainly emitted are mainly emitted 
from compound and prefrom compound and pre--equilibrium reactions; equilibrium reactions;  
neutrons with E neutrons with E ≥≥

 

~1 ~1 MeVMeV are generated from are generated from  
direct reactions in the CM framedirect reactions in the CM frame



 

at at θθ

 

< 40< 40oo, MPDF of angle is defined by direct , MPDF of angle is defined by direct 
reactions; at larger angles the contribution from reactions; at larger angles the contribution from  
three processes is comparable in the CM frame  three processes is comparable in the CM frame  



 

MPDFsMPDFs of energy and angle are peaked at E ~2 of energy and angle are peaked at E ~2 
MeVMeV and and θθ

 

~0~0oo in the LAB system in the LAB system 

SummarySummary We are in progress to implement the Monte Carlo transport model,We are in progress to implement the Monte Carlo transport model, based on based on  
fundamental nuclear reaction models, with the aim to predict thefundamental nuclear reaction models, with the aim to predict the joint probability density functions of joint probability density functions of 
gammas and neutrons over position, direction, energy, arrival tigammas and neutrons over position, direction, energy, arrival time and multiplicity. me and multiplicity. 
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Neutron StatisticNeutron Statistic In the CM frameIn the CM frame: 1) mean energy: 1.6 : 1) mean energy: 1.6 MeVMeV; 2) mean angle: 62.1; 2) mean angle: 62.100; 3) covariance:  ; 3) covariance:  
--0.21 0.21 MeVMeV··radrad; 4) correlation: ; 4) correlation: --0.37. 0.37. In the LAB frameIn the LAB frame: 1) mean energy: 1.8 : 1) mean energy: 1.8 MeVMeV; 2) mean angle: 12.1; 2) mean angle: 12.100; ; 
3) covariance: 3) covariance: --0.055 0.055 MeVMeV··radrad; 4) correlation: ; 4) correlation: --0.5.0.5.
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